


//   Friendly local structures outside PNEK:

Kinokino (Sandnes)  http://www.kinokino.no

Kurant (Tromsø) http://kurant.blogspot.com

Ny Musikk (9 cities) http://www.nymusikk.no

Pikene på Broen (Kirkenes) http://www.pikene.no

Sound of Mu (Oslo) http://www.soundofmu.no

Senter for Samtidskunst (Trondheim) http://www.samtidskunst.no

The mirror project (Rjukan) http://themirrorproject.org

Tou Scene (Stavanger) http://touscene.com

UKS (Oslo) http://www.uks.no

//   A small selection of Norwegian festivals we recommend:

All Ears (Oslo)   http://www.all-ears.no   

Borealis (Bergen) http://borealisfestival.no

Ekkofest (Bergen) http://www.ekkofest.no

Insomnia (Tromsø) http://www.insomniafestival.no

Kortfilmfestivalen (Grimstad) http://www.kortfilmfestivalen.no

Marstrand (Oslo) http://www.blackbox.no

Meteor (Bergen) http://www.bit-teatergarasjen.no

Momentum (Moss) http://www.momentum.no

NuArt/Numusic (Stavanger) http://www.numusic.no

Punkt (Kristiansand) http://punktfestival.no

Screen Festival (Oslo) http://www.screenfestival.no

Tekstallianse (Oslo) http://www.tekstallianse.no

Ultima (Oslo) http://www.ultima.no

//   Funding/support:

Arts Council Norway http://www.kulturrad.no

OCA (Office for Contemporary Art) http://www.oca.no

//   ABOUT PNEK

PNEK (Production Network for Electronic Art, Norway) functions as a network 

struc ture geared towards providing appropriate production conditions for artists 

 working with electronic and interdisciplinary art. PNEK can assist with certain aspects 

of project development/competence, organizing workshops, screening/distribution 

of artworks, and activities aiming to raise the general awareness about media/hybrid 

artforms through seminars and social/artistic events.

PNEK can provide travel support for artistic/structural exchange between the nodes, 

and for developing international relations (artists, curators, critics etc.).

PNEK is organized as an independent cultural foundation. For 2010 the working 

budget is about 120.000 EUR.

//   Member nodes

Atelier Nord, Oslo, p.4 //   Atopia, Oslo, p.8 //   BEK, Bergen, p.12 //   

Dans for Voksne, Oslo, p.16 //   i/o/lab, Stavanger, p.20 //   Lydgalleriet, Bergen, p.24 //

Notam, Oslo, p.28 //    Piksel, Bergen, p.32 //   Rom3, Porsgrunn, p.36 //   

TEKS, Trondheim, p.40 //   Utsikten, Kvinesdal, p.44 //

//   International collaborators in 2010 include 

La Société de Curiosités (Paris)  http://instantnet.wordpress.com

Baltan Laboratories (Eindhoven) http://www.baltanlaboratories.org

//   Contact

Per Platou, coordinator

pnek@pnek.org

mob +47 930 69 406

http://www.pnek.org
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Atelier Nord is a project base for unstable art forms, such as electronic and 

new media art. Our aim is to create better conditions for these art forms, and to 

maintain a critical reflection in relation to them. Our work consists of producing, 

coproducing and supporting projects that promote these goals.

We produce both collaborative and self initiated projects. A project can involve 

developing artworks, workshops, exhibitions and conferences. The projects 

vary in size and duration. Atelier Nord also offers various, standard services for 

production and communication.

Atelier Nord supports productions and projects by providing technical, admin

istrative and artistic competences as well as access to a project room/media 

lab, technical equipment and other forms of assistance. We are interested 

in working with artists from a wide range of areas including visual, stage,  

performance and sound art, design, architecture, programming, music and 

film, as well as curators, theorists and institutions.

ATELIER 
NORD
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Live Video 

– Artist presentations, workshops and events centered around the theme Live 

Video, i.e. triggering playback of image sequences directly from a non-linear 

medium such as a computer, rather than tape or disc which does not allow 

random access to the data. This approach opens up for a whole new way of 

presenting images and audio as a synaesthetic expression; a real-time audio-

visual unity which may be performed as a musical instrument rather than a pre-

produced sequence. 

Collaboration partners

WRO Art Center, Wroclaw  http://wrocenter.pl/

Singuhr Hörgalerie, Berlin   http://www.singuhr.de/

Utsikten Kunstsenter, Kvinesdal  http://www.utsiktenkunst.no/

Video/FilmArt@DigitalCinema 

Presentation of video art and film art on the new Norwegian nationwide 

network of digital cinemas (DCP-DigitalCinemaPlatform, JPEG2000).

Collaboration partners

Norwegian Short Film Festival http://www.kortfilmfestivalen.no/

Norsk Filminstitutt  http://www.nfi.no/

 

//   CONTACT

Atelier Nord is an independent foundation funded by the Arts Council of  Norway. 

Director and Artistic director Ivar Smedstad, E-mail ivar@ateliernord.no

http://ateliernord.no/ Contact   office@ateliernord.no

//   PROJECT COLLABORATION

Atelier Nord acts as co-producer for larger scale project proposals. In this case a project 

collaboration can encompass the production of artworks, exhibitions, workshops, publica-

tions, conferences or other types of events. In this form of collaboration, we generally take 

responsibility for production, while the applicant acts as project leader or curator.  

Projects 2010

Soft Technology 

An initiative for competence building and exploration of smart fabrics, electronic tex-

tiles and textile electronics as artistic materials. Through a series of work labs, semi-

nars and open workshops, the potentials and challenges in the meeting of theory, new 

technology and artistic practice will be investigated.

Bergen National Academy of the Arts http://www.khib.no/

CITA, Copenhagen  http://cita.karch.dk/

Swedish School of Textiles, Borås http://www.hb.se

Creating Public Communities (CPC) 

A series of workshops targeted towards minor unaccompanied asylum seekers in Nor-

way. Through focusing on free software, e-learning & knowledge sharing the aim is 

to generate new opportunities and collaborations in mutually beneficial relationships. 

http://cpcproject.ning.com/

Collaboration partners

Norwegian Directorate of Immigration http://www.udi.no/ 

Arts Council Norway  http://www.kulturrad.no/
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Atopia is a center for film and video art in Oslo. Atopia was founded as an art

ist initiative in June 2003 as a place for artistic experimentations, art research 

projects, and as a laboratory for film and video art.

As its name suggests, Atopia carries a strong commitment towards the ideals 

of cultural as well as artistic diversity.

Since 2007 Atopia has developed into a professional center for film & video 

art functioning as an umbrella for several ongoing projects concerning artists’ 

film and video works. Through its various projects Atopia has organised ex

hibitions, screenings, forums, seminars and publications, both in Norway and 

abroad. 

ATOPIA
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Retrospective Exhibition of Artists’ Film & Video Works – Norway: 

this is a large-scale research and exhibition project of Atopia for the next 4 

years. This project will lead to the production of three exhibitions exploring the 

history of artists’ film/video works in Norway. Each one of the three exhibitions 

will look at a different historical period and will be accompanied by a catalogue. 

This project will involve hundreds of artists, curators and writers both from Nor-

way and abroad. 

The first part of this project will open in Stenersen museum in March 2011. 

The exhibition will include the earliest Norwegian film and video works up to 

the mid 1980’s. 

Video essays: a series of research-educational videos about the ideas that are 

at the crossroads of contemporary art and critical theory. In the production of 

these video essays we will bring artists and scholars, artworks and audiovisual 

criticism into a dynamic interaction as an alternative method for conducting re-

search and provoking new ideas.

//   CONTACT

Director: Farhad Kalantary, Artist/Coordinator (farhad@atopia.no)

Atopia: center for film & video art 

Sannergata 32, 0557 Oslo, Norway

www.atopia.no

//   FIELDS OF ACTIVITIES:

Video Forum: a regular open screening program. During the past 39 editions of Video 

Forum more than 150 artists have presented their works in Atopia. All presentations 

have been followed by debates and exchange of ideas among the participants.

Vitrine: a project for experimenting with video art in the public space. It uses four large 

projections on the shop front windows of Atopia’s space.  Each year five artists are commis-

sioned to produce new 4 screen videoworks for Vitrine. The artists are selected through 

open calls and also by invitation. Vitrine is a winter project of Atopia, taking place when it is dark 

enough to project outdoors in Oslo. The video works are exhibited everyday from mid-afternoon 

till the next morning. The exhibition is to be viewed from outside on the street (Sannergata), and 

has the potential of reaching thousands of passers-by everyday.

Celluloid: a project for presenting historically significant films by international art-

ists. for this project we choose works that have influenced or brought definition to the 

practice of experimental filmmaking. with this project we aim at screening films in a 

relevant context - in an environment which resonates with the subject of the films. in 

this way we hope to create a multi-layered experience that reaches beyond the frame 

of the film, and into the architecture and orientation of the screening space itself.

Traffic: a project for establishing international collaborations, exchanges and dia-

logue. Through this project we wish to locate individual artists, groups and movements 

outside of Norway that focus on the development of artists’ film and video works.

As part of Traffic we are planning a new edition of “Salon of Experimental Film and 

Video Art” in 2010.
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BEK
BEK is an interdisciplinary Art Centre for the development and use of new 

technology. We assist artists to develop ideas and projects, produce audio, vis

ual and performing arts, and to find good partners for exhibitions and presen

tations. The foundation of BEK is based on international cooperation at the 

highest level, combined with national networking and actively supporting the 

local art scene.

At BEK you will encounter a multidisciplinary environment, with broad experi

ence, allowing you to develop your specific artistic needs and ideas. 

Our basic philosophy is that artists need a sense of belonging and a place to 

resolve problems and reflect on current topics related to art and technology. 

Through artistic development and research activities BEK works to ensure that 

established truths are challenged.
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//   CONTACT

Director Lars Ove Toft – lars.ove.toft@bek.no

Artistic director Trond Lossius – trond.lossius@bek.no

www.bek.no  tlf.: (+47) 55 23 30 80 adr.: C. Sundtsgt. 55, 5004 Bergen, Norway. 

ï

Wordpress-workshop with Marieke Verbiesen from BEK.

Asbjørn Hollund’s installation When You Hunger Number One

FTM-workshop with Diemo Schwarz from Ircam.

BEK

15

//   FIELDS OF ACTIVITIES:

In 2010, our primary focus is on international exchange.

South Africa 2010. Cultural exchange with South Africa. Includes guest artists in 

residence, and the production of new works and exhibitions, in collaboration with  

Gal- lery 3.14, Maur Prosjekter and Air / USF Vertet.

Micromusic Bergen. Installations, workshops, screenings and concerts. Musicians, 

artists and programing engineers meet for a long weekend to experiment with game 

consoles and recycled electronic toys.

Jamoma & Dipole. Concerts and workshops to develop software for managing media 

in real-time. A collaboration between artists, musicians, engineers and scientists in 

the United States, Norway, France and Canada.

//   NETWORK / INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS 

Participation in the COST-Action Sonic Interaction Design (SID), a 4-year EU project, 

2007-2011, an exchange between research institutions in 17 countries.

Cultural exchange with GMEA, Centre National de Création Musicale in Albi, France for 

booking of new works, artist residencies, performances etc.

Researchers / PhD students implement part of their research period at BEK. First 

out is María Andueza Olmedo from Madrid, who is writing a PhD thesis on “Urban  

Site-specific Sound Installations “.
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DANS FOR 
VOKSNE
Dans for voksne is first of all a concert series. It’s best described by what it’s 

not: Formal, dogmatic, straight, foreseeable, etc.

Dans for voksne has been putting on gigs that nobody else wants since 2003, 

which means lots of experimental stuff, noise, improv and also people who are 

too young or from somewhere too far away or just hopelessly unable to sell 

themselves.

Dans for voksne  is not meant for the biggest audiences, but to supply the most 

interested one with a wider range of music. It’s there to create a functioning  

experimental music scene in Oslo and – in all senses – a link between that scene and 

the rest of the world.

Dans for voksne also puts on workshops for those who want to build their own 

sound sources. 
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Dans for voksne translates to something like Dancing for grown-ups.

* Svalbard is also called Spitzbergen by many non-Norwegians.

//   CONTACT

dansforvoksne@gmail.com

www.dansforvoksne.no

Dans for voksne’s super ultra North of everything project on Svalbard* in March –09 

sent a bunch of musicians on an expedition through one of the most hostile yet 

beauti ful landscapes on earth to the abandoned Russian mining town The Pyramid, 

on 79 ° north, to see what it could do to their output, but also to have a closer look at 

stepping across borders. 

Projects such as this are a part of our current agenda, as well as the exploration of 

lesser known musics. In 2010 we plan to put on more workshops, organize a musical 

think tank, and of course, more gigs - some of them hopefully in Norwegian seamen’s 

churches around the globe

DFV
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I/O/LAB
i/o/lab – Center for future arts aims to promote technological based art in any 

field, locally and internationally.
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//   FIELDS OF ACTIVITIES:

Art Production and projects

i/o/lab’s highest priority is to promote artistic projects that explore the interplay  

between technology, science and social context. Parallel to artistic production, we 

focus on outreach activities and creating new and alternative viewing options for 

electronic-based art.

i/o/lab produces projects such as Public Screens to mediate screen based art in public 

venues, and we are also the producer of Article Biennale - devoted to art/technology/

science. Article is based in Stavanger, Norway. 

Links:  www.publicscreens.no

 www.article.no 

Services

By offering different types of workshops, courses and other events i/o/lab wishes to 

raise the region’s expertise in the field of art and new technology. i/o/lab supplies a 

range of services to artists and arts-and-culture related organisations in the region. 

Among other things, in the form of production support, development of specific pro-

ductions, consultancy and advisory services. i/o/lab has equipment that is rented out 

to affordable rates for artists.

Events and outreach projects

i/o/lab initiates collaborations with other art and cultural organisations to stimulate 

externally oriented activities through both discourses and presentations of art that 

makes use of new technology.

Educational productions

i/o/lab aims to provide appropriate skills for upgrading the region’s artists work-

ing in the field. We focus on developing outreach projects for school children in 

collaboration with the Cultural Rucksack.

//   NETWORK / INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS 

RIXC, Center for New Media Culture, Latvia  

GAMA Gateway, Germany

//   CONTACT

Director; Hege Tapio Gaare

Tel: (+47) 976 01 087 hege@iolab.no

Producer ; Daniela Arriado

Tel: (+47) 926 00 245, daniela@iolab.no

i/o/lab – Center for future Arts

Postbox 308, sentrum 

4004, Stavanger, Norway

www.iolab.no

>
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Lydgalleriet (The Soundgallery) is an artist run gallery focusing on sound based 

art practices. 

LYD- 
GALLERIET
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6 //   CONTACT

Jørgen Larsson

Lydgalleriet

Ø Skostredet 3

5017 Bergen

Norway

www.lydgalleriet.no

+47 482 37 888

skype: jl48237888

www.nossral.org

//   FIELDS OF ACTIVITIES:

The concept was started in 2005 by a group of artists, art historians, musicians and 

organisers.  Since 2008 Lydgalleriet has had it’s permanent space in an old shop and 

storage building in the centre of Bergen.  The main activities are exhibitions and con-

certs, but workshops and lectures are also part of the program.  

LYDGALLERIET

>
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Events in 2010:

9. – 28. mars  

Gerhard Eckel: Catabolizer

23. april – 16. mai 

Zimoun: Solo Exhibition

 

20. august – 3. oktober 

Tape 

Cassette culture and cassette 

recycling.

24. – 26. september

Soundwise

Seminar on exhibition strategies for 

sound based art.

15. oktober – 14. november

Music for loud speakers

Electroacoustic concert and 

installation program 

Curators: Natasha Barrett and 

Bjørnar Habbestad.

//   INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS 

Stichting Intro/In Situ (Maastricht, NL) 

Happy New Ears (Kortrijk, BE)

Singuhr - hoergalerie (Berlin, DE)

Association Bazar (Lille, FR)

Skanu Mezs (Riga, LE)

Audio Art Festival (Krakow, PO)
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NOTAM
NOTAM is the Norwegian center for technology in music and art, with wide 

activities in research and development of technology as defined by artistic  

requirements, support for composers, musicians and artists, broad collaborations 

in education on all levels, and production of concerts, performances, exhibitions, 

symposia and other types of events directed towards specialized and general  

audiences.
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In 2010, NOTAM will produce two symposia in Oslo and Warsaw, collaborate  on con-

certs with the Warsaw Autumn, Ultima and Huddersfield Festivals, develop  tools and 

research for art, education and psychoacoustic research, plus host several interna-

tional composers and musicians visiting for research projects.  This comes in addition 

to the normal attention given to artists, composers, musicians and students that fill 

our studios and computer lab on a regular basis.

//  HIGHLIGHTS IN 2010

Soundscape in the Arts // A symposium in Oslo in April 2010.

www.notam02.no/soundscape/index-e.html

The current and future of technology-based music // A symposium in collabora-

tion with the Warsaw Autumn, Poland in September 2010.

warszawska-jesien.art.pl

Electronics for musicians // Further development of sensing technology (p.29) for 

musicians, an ongoing project since 2007. Current projects include the development of 

electronics for trumpet and double bass.

www.notam02.no/projects/images/2/22/Bowsense-icmc2009.pdf

Online course in Max/MSP // A few years in the making, 2010 will see the launch 

of a comprehensive introduction (Norwegian only) to the programming environment 

Max/MSP from Cycling ‘74.

www.notam02.no/maxinfo (site is password protected before launch in March)

//   INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS 

Integra 2

An EU financed project which aims 

to develop a new software environ-

ment for composing and performing 

music with live electronics.

www.integralive.org

The Warsaw Autumn

Annual festival for contemporary 

music in Warsaw, Poland.

warszawska-jesien.art.pl

Huddersfield Festival

Annual festival for contemporary 

music in Huddersfield, UK.

www.hcmf.co.uk

Institutionally, NOTAMs network 

is widely spread on nearly all conti-

nents – we collaborate on project-

basis with large and small institu-

tions on many levels.  In Norway, 

NOTAM is close to higher education, 

particularly in Oslo and Trondheim, 

and also collaborate with concert 

producers such as Ny Musikk and 

Ultima, as well as with the different 

nodes in PNEK, when possible.

www.nymusikk.no

www.ultima.no

NOTAM’s activities include much 

more than what is mentioned 

above, for a closer look, use our 

webpages or our contact address.

Contacts

Director: Rune Molvær

Artistic and research director: Jøran Rudi

//   CONTACT

admin@notam02.no

 www.notam02.no
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PIKSEL
Piksel is a festival and community for electronic arts and technological freedom.

Piksel is an international event for artists and developers working with free/libre 

and open source technologies & art. Part workshop, part festival, it is organised 

in Bergen, Norway, and involves participants exchanging ideas, coding, present

ing art and software projects, doing workshops, performances and discussions 

on the aesthetics and politics of FLOSS & art. 

The festival involves 7080 participants from more than a dozen countries each 

year. As of 2010 the Piksel festival exhibits a broad range of expressions; Spec

tacular installations, exhibitions, workshops and performances.
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// COLLABORATORS:

APO33   http://apo33.org

GOTO10   http://goto10.org

PIXELACHE NETWORK  http://network.pixelache.ac/

RIXC   http://www.rixc.lv/info/

 // CONTACT

Festival director and curator: Gisle Frøysland

Coordinator: Elisabeth Nesheim

PIKSEL

Georgenes Verft 12

N-5011 Bergen

BLOG www.piksel.no

TECH  www.piksel.org

WIKI   www.piksel.no/pwiki

IRC     #pikselirc.freenode.net

LISTS  www.piksel.no/pwiki/MailingList

Piksel Pulse

In addition to the festival, Piksel is involved in several activities throughout the year, 

both nationally and internationally. These activities are gathered under the label  

Piksel Pulse, and locally in Bergen the topics of Piksel are promoted through a seminar 

series (Piksel Plenum) and hands-on workshops hosted by international artists.

 // 2010 ACTIVITIES

Piksel Festival 

* Piksel10: The Piksel festival is organized for the 8th time, between the 18th.-21nd.

November 2010

Piksel Pulse

* Piksel Plenum

Electronic art is more closely connected to the development of technology than any 

other art genre. New technology offers new opportunities for artists and developers, 

and with that follows discussions on copyright, intellectual property and distribution 

rights. Piksel Plenum is an annual seminar series that focuses on such socio-political 

questions by inviting various thinkers and artists to give presentations and partake in 

discussions at Landmark, Bergen Kunsthall. Piksel organises 2-3 Plenum events every 

year.

* Piksel @ Meta.Morf

Piksel will curate one of the cinema programs for the Meta.Morf Biennale in Trondheim 

in collaboration with TEKS (Trondheim Electronic Art Centre). 
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ROM 3
ROM3 is a project that focuses on collaborations  between artists and enterprises; 

micro, small and medium ICT enterprises in particular.
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ROM3 is a project that focuses on collaborations between artist and enterprises, in 

particular micro, small and medium ICT enterprises. The concept is fairly simple. The 

enterprise helps an artist produce a work of art by offering technological expertise. In 

return the enterprise can use the artwork in internally creative processes, and exter-

nally as part of their own marketing strategies. ROM3 acts as both matchmaker and 

facilitator throughout the process.

In 2009 ROM3  produced The Electromagnetic Fountain for the artist Amanda Steggell.

This was in collaboration with NLI Engineering Industry AS. In 2010 we are seeking 

funding for a three year project. We are currently building our network of enterprise 

partners and calling for art projects that would benefit from collaboration with our 

business partners.

//   CONTACT

Atle Barcley

post@rom3.no

www.rom3.no

ROM 3
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TEKS
TEKS  Trondheim Electronic Arts Centre is a nonprofit organization founded in 

Trondheim in 2002. 
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‘New.Brave.World!’ 

Opening conference and festival from October 7 – 10.  

Exhibition period from October 7 - November 7. 

Concerts, theatre performances, seminars and workshops from 

October 7 – November 7.

Full program and registration tba April 2010.

Supported by The City of Trondheim, The Arts Council Norway and KORO.

November 4 – 6, 2010.

The 11th Consciousness Reframed conference  ‘Making reality really real’.

In conjunction with Meta.Morf, TEKS  will arrange the 11th Annual Planetary 

Collegium International Research Conference with the title ‘Making reality really 

real’. The conference is hosted and moderated by artist and author Roy Ascott.

//   CONTACT

Director Espen Gangvik

teks@teks.no

Phone: +47 73 48 80 30

www.teks.no

www.metamorf.no

TEKS

PB 2227 Sentrum

7412 Trondheim

Norway

TEKS - Trondheim Electronic Arts Centre is a non-profit organization founded in 

Trondheim in 2002. TEKS is a resource and competence centre aiming to realize pro-

ductions of techno-related art projects within all art disciplines.  TEKS initiates and 

organizes artistic productions and projects, works with promotion and education 

through courses and workshops, and acts as organizer and/or co-organizer of various 

cultural and research related projects. 

October 7 – November 7, 2010:

Meta.Morf 2010 – ‘New.Brave.World!’  biennial for art and technology.

Meta.Morf is Norway´s new biennial for art and technology, Trondheim Matchmaking´s 

successor!

Main curators: 

Alex Adriaansens (director V2_ ) and Espen Gangvik.

Reference board: 

Alex Adriaansens, Zhang Ga, Clive Kellner, Jemima Rellie, Jeremy Welsh.

In cooperation with Trondheim Art museum, Trøndelag Centre for Contemporary Art, 

the Theatre house Avant Garden, Babel - Showroom for art, PSTEREO, NTNU - the Nor-

wegian University of Science and Technology and PNEK.

TEKS

6
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Centre for art and technology in the south of Norway

UTSIKTEN 
KUNSTSENTER

Photo: Ola Magne Trydal
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Utsikten Kunstsenter is a recently established art centre for art and technology in 

the south of Norway, with the main aim of bringing a new awareness of work within 

this field to the region. Since its opening in 2008, several international artists have 

exhibited at Utsikten. Located beyond the urban centres, it is surrounded by nature, 

and with its elevated position provides a stunning view of the fjord. Both artist and 

audience have been attracted by the contrasts and connections between electronic 

art and nature. Utsikten Kunstsenter has its own studio space, Atelier Utsikten, where 

artists are invited to work for a period of time. The art centre is part of the collaborative 

project UTSIKTEN, comprising a conference hotel, golf park and art centre.

>
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//   FIELDS OF ACTIVITIES:

- Exhibitions, installations, workshops concerts, screenings.

- Film and video festival: www.splitscreenfestival.com

//   NETWORK / INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS 

Nina Colosi;  www.streamingmuseum.org

 

//   CONTACT

Director: Torill Haugen, torill@utsiktenkunstsenter.no

Tel: (+47) 92 22 22 27

www.utsikten.no  

Utsikten Kunstsenter, Nesgt 11, 4480 Kvinesdal, Norway.

Jewels of Kvinesdal, by Raphaele Shirley – Photo: Jan Kåre Rafoss

PAUSE, by Lynn Pook and Julien Clauss.

SCREEN FESTIVAL
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